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MESSAGE FROM MRS RAVEN
As we come to the end of another fantastic, busy and successful year, I thank you all for your
ongoing support. This edition demonstrates, again, the dedication and energy of our staff.
Their enthusiasm for their work with your sons and daughters, enables us to maintain our high levels of
attendance, academic success and wide range of enhancement activities. I extend my thanks to you all.
It is Sports Day as I write and I am about to join our competitors and spectators on our beautiful school
field, on a warm, sunny day in July. It is one of the highlights of the year, enjoyed by all.
Particular thanks are extended at this time of year, to our exams team, led by Ms Nicholson and
Mrs Broughton. They report that it has been one of our best years ever for smooth running and student
engagement. We wish all of our GCSE, A Level and Level 3 students, the best of luck with their results in
August.
We are looking forward to working with our new Student Leadership Team of Margaret Afatsoa, Campbell
Crouser, Alice Lundy, Jess Moss, Tegan Seal, Chloe Grove and Henry Lawrence. They have two excellent
leadership projects to launch in September: Care Bears and Student Ambassadors.
Our New Year 7 & 12 students joined us for their induction days earlier in the month. We are keen to
welcome them in September and expect to have a much larger Sixth Form going forward. My thanks to
Mrs Forder, Mrs Kay, Mrs Tipping, Ms James and Miss Davis, for leading these events.
Finally and sadly, we say goodbye to a few colleagues this year. May I take this opportunity to thank them
for their service to the school and wish them well in the future. They are:
· Mrs Cann has not returned, after maternity leave.
· Mr S Coomber takes early retirement, having given 20 years of loyal service as Head of Science.
He intends to sail away!
· Mrs N Dawkins, who moves to another school, again after many long years of commitment to the school,
having begun her NQT year here in 1993.
· Miss L Durrant is moving to teach in a primary school. Like Mr Coomber and Mrs Dawkins, she has
given extensive professionalism to us as Year Coordinator and Head of Department since 2010.
· Ms S James is retiring. Ms James also began here as an NQT, having trained with the Bromley Schools’
Collegiate from 2002 - 2003. We wish her well.
· Mrs E Tappenden leaves to continue her role with another school, as a full-time member of staff.
Mrs Tappenden also began here as an NQT in 2003. We thank her for years of dedication.
· Mrs M Travers joined us last year as Year Coordinator for Year 7, but is now moving to Langley Park
School for Girls.
· Mrs Underwood also moves to another school, after completing her NQT year here.
· Mrs D Laribi is training to be a teacher in September, so in effect staying with us through the Bromley
Schools’ Collegiate.
· Miss R Gentry also converts from Teaching Assistant to Trainee Teacher in Physical Education, again
through the Collegiate and stays with us.
· Miss F Amoateng, one of our Science Laboratory Technicians, moves to another school.

New colleagues:

New internal appointments are:

Joining us in September are:

· Miss M Davis, Director of Studies for Sixth Form.

· Mr E Barbosa as Science Technician.

· Mrs M Hing-Bekoe, Head of Maths.

· Mrs K Erengwa as Head of Physics.

· Mrs A Mclean, joint Year Coordinator.

· Miss M Herschell as Teaching Assistant.

· Miss McRoberts and Mrs Cornwell, joint Heads
of Physical Education.

· Miss Z Kacie-Malone as Teaching Assistant.
· Miss V Kehinde as Teacher of Religious Studies.
· Miss L Matcham as Teacher of Science.
· Mrs N Nadeem as Teacher of Science.
· Mrs N Nelson returns to join us in English.
· Miss E West as trainee Teacher of English.

· Mrs K Nish, joint Year Coordinator.
· Mrs N Searle, Head of Science.
· Miss A Singer, Acting Assistant Headteacher.
· Mrs A Tutt as Second in Mathematics Faculty.
· Miss L Watts, Year Coordinator.
I wish you all a long, restful and sunny summer
and look forward to welcoming back our students, in
September.
Mrs K Raven - Headmistress

TRAFFIC AND PARKING NEAR SCHOOL
We have made a few changes to help the congestion in Beaverwood Road (where and when we can). Please can
we remind all parents of the parking and traffic issues outside the front of the school.
The yellow zigzag markings means no dropping off or collecting at any time other than the times listed on the
boards. You will get a ticket; this is Bromley Borough and nothing to do with the school.
We are in the process of remedial works in the turning circle (car park entrance at the end of Beaverwood
Road). This means from September you will be able to drive into the turning circle to drop off your daughters
safely and exit without trying a 3-point turn somewhere down Beaverwood Road. Please do not try parking or
staying longer than a drop off; we will have to remove this facility if this happens.
Drivers who double park outside of the school are causing traffic issues and hazards for our students crossing.
Please refrain from double parking when picking up your daughters as the last thing we want is them involved
in an accident.
The school has many events on during the academic year and we will try to assist after the school day by
opening the car park for you to use. If you do find a location to park nearby please be mindful of our
neighbours and their driveways – we are sure you would not like a car parked in front of your house or
covering your driveway, so please be respectful. This also goes for the use of the cemetery and the Beaverwood
Club as a turning area or car park, and then giving them verbal abuse when they politey ask you not to turn or
park there. We try to assist where possible, but verbal abuse is not acceptable.
Mr M Binmore - Premises Manager

DUKE OF 		

As our last newsletter reported, at the very end of last term,
our 46-strong Bronze Duke of Edinburgh group successfully completed their Practice Expedition in Downe and
Cudham. No sooner were we back at school, than it was
time to venture forth on our Qualifying Expedition!

qualifying expeditions, demonstrating the students’ willingness to listen and learn, and described them as ‘truly
outstanding’. They also wrote that it was a real pleasure
to spend the weekend helping the girls to make their way
through the Kent countryside; we were very pleased and
proud to show the assessors how exceptional our students
are.
Out of the group of 46, 7 of us have now achieved our
Bronze award in its entirety. Huge congratulations to
Alice, Thenuya, Megan, Danielle, Kathryn, Amber, and
Jenna!
Everyone else is still working towards completing their
sectional activities: Skill, Physical and Volunteering.
We’re hoping that everyone else will finish their award
by Christmas; we would love to have a 100% completion
rate! If you are not sure how you are getting on, or if you
would like more help with your sectional activities, please
email Miss Mackintosh over the summer so that she can

We had a couple of last minute training sessions, then
headed down to West Kingsdown on the May bank holiday weekend. We had hoped that this would lead to
good weather, but were unfortunately met with thunder,
hail, wind and rain over the weekend! This did, however,
encourage most of us to stick closely to our routes, and
make really good time to our campsite. Despite the very
soggy evening, we all celebrated Maricha’s birthday with a
slightly squashed chocolate cake, before settling down to
sleep in below-freezing temperatures. Once we’d brushed
the ice off of our tents in the morning, most of us warmed
up with some hot chocolate before packing up and heading off on our final 12km. We all made good time back to
our finish point, and were all delighted to have successfully completed our expeditions.

help you before she starts up her next Bronze group in
September.
Sectional Activities
The sectional activities that the students have taken part
in this year have really given them the opportunity to develop and explore their talents. Here is a sample of some
of the activities which show the breadth and diversity of
DofE.
Skills
Students also participated in musical activities ranging
from singing in choirs, taking piano lessons and playing
in steel pan bands. Artistic pursuits including calligraphy
and sketching were also keenly attended.

A couple of weeks later, we gave our final presentations
to each other, explaining what we’d learnt during our expeditions, which we enjoyed sharing with some of our
parents and staff. The assessors’ final reports stated that
there was a vast improvement between the practice and

Others have enjoyed developing their cooking, baking,
and cake decorating skills in a wide variety of cuisines
and styles.

		 EDINBURGH
Some have chosen for their Skill section to work towards
an additional award, the Duke of York’s Bronze Award,
which is a self-guided award based on ICT, Computer
Science, and personal development. A few students have
signed up as cadets to learn new vocational skills, with
some even gaining a BTEC qualification through their
learning. We have Air Cadets and Fire Cadets taking part
in our award this year, and our Fire Cadets Amber and
Florrie had a stunning passing out parade to share and
celebrate their achievements at the beginning of July.
All students who have completed this section have improved their skill set in their chosen area.

Year 8 the clarinet. The two girls have been working really
hard together, coming into school for 7:30am every Friday morning almost all year. Their efforts have now been
justly rewarded, as Renee has just passed her Grade 1
clarinet exam with distinction, the highest possible grade.
Huge congratulations to Renee and her teacher, Lucy, for
their achievement.

Physical
Students have taken part in physical activities including hip-hop dance, mermaid swimming, athletics, judo,
taekwondo, running, and regular gym work. This has
helped to maintain and even improve the students’ fitness
in readiness for the physical demands of the expedition
section of the award.
Volunteering
In this section inparticularly, students have really moved
out of their comfort zones to get involved in their communities, both within and outside of school, and have
made a real difference to others. Some worked in libraries, and helping Ms Punnett in the school library, or by
volunteering at their own local library, even organising
and running activities for younger children for World
Book Day.
Others have supported specific clubs, such as Dance
Club in school, or Rainbows/Brownies groups outside
of school. Their assessors reported that their help has
been invaluable, and have praised their maturity and
independence. Some students have taken responsibility
for running their own clubs, from sign language club to
junior steel pan band, and are helping to develop other
students’ skills. Others are charities by working in charity shops, and giving their time to help raise money for
causes that they think are important.
Lucy took the opportunity to volunteer to teach Renee in

I liked DofE as it challenged me and allowed me to develop relationships with myself and other people. It
gave me a greater appreciation for the skill I chose,
piano, along with encouraging me to consistently continue with my physical activity, cross country running. The
expedition was enjoyable as it gave me a greater love for
nature and challenged my stamina through lots of hills,
woodland walks, and rocky terrain. Overall it was a great
experience! - Megan Conway
I liked DofE as it let me have a new experience with new
people, form new friendships and relationships, and have
fun! I also learnt new skills and got things done. My favourite part was the expedition because it isn’t something
we normally do with school, and I got to share that with
friends. I also liked the skills and volunteering sections
as I got independently involved in things I wouldn’t
normally do. - Florenza Meldrum

COULD YOU TASTE THE DIFFERENCE?

Sports Day saw the launch of our new Eco Club’s activities. The club ran a stand at Sports Day which challenged students and staff to see if they could tell the difference between ordinary tap water and bottled water.
This is part of our campaign across the school to reduce the amount of single use plastic we use, starting
with bottled water. The stand was
run by Hannah Roberts in 8S and
Aasia Broomfield in 7S. Students were
invited to try 3 different waters from
unlabelled bottles.
Many students asked, ‘How much
does it cost?’. ‘It’s free’, we replied!
‘Water shouldn’t cost you anything!’
More than 100 people took part in
the challenge and over 60% said the
tap water was the one they preferred.
In this school alone we buy on site,
more than 60,000 plastic bottles a
year. Most of these will not end up
being recycled even if they make their
way to a recycling bin.
It would be fantastic if students would bring in their own water bottles and refill them rather than adding to
the global problem of plastic pollution. Next term, the Eco Club will be planning lots more ways we can do
our bit to protect our planet. Watch this space...

COMPUTER SCIENCE TRIP
On the 8th July 2019, we visited QMUL Isaac Computer Science
Discovery Day. We completed tasks including hacking into the
BBC to create fake news, coding an embedded system and playing
with HTML that the students (Olivia, Zakia, Rachel and Hawa)
completed. We really enjoyed the activities and the opportunities we
were given to take part in computer science labs in a university in
central London.

VLOGSTAR CHALLENGE 2019
Year 12 student Shirleysue travelled to the Vlogstar Challenge
Day in London on 12th July. The Vlogstar Challenge seeks to
inspire and establish a new generation of media influencers
from across London and Essex. Now in its fourth year, this
unique training initiative and competition gives 16-25 year
olds the relevant technical and creative skills they need to
create their own vlogs, develop their voice and share their
passions with new audiences.
“I have had an amazing time at the Vlogstar Challenge. It was an eye opener and
an amazing day. My next challenge is to create a vlog by 25th July to get into the final 15!
I’m hoping I can achieve this. I just want to thank you all for giving me the confidence for this amazing
opportunity. Everyone there was so friendly and it was such a good event”. - Shirleysue SF4

SPORTING SUCCESS - GYMNASTICS

Sarah Fisher (Year 9), competed for London earlier this term in Birmingham,
in the over 15’s Fig Development against finalists from the UK, Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland.
Sarah came 4th out of the 12 regions competing, just missing 3rd place by 0.32 of a point.
She has qualified for the British Gymnastics Final in Coventry in July at the same level.
Well done Sarah!

MUSICFEST 2019

Our annual MusicFest took place on Tuesday 2nd July, with over 100 musicians taking part. Performances ranged
from Bohemian Rhapsody arranged for steel pan band, to songs from the shows sung by Chamber Choir and
the Tour Choir for our summer music tour to Germany, all the way through to a grand finale for full choir and
bands based on famous war songs, complete with confetti cannons! We also enjoyed solos from Emily Brown,
who we are looking forward to having in our Sixth Form next year, Cindy Tran, Abigail Tettey and Angelina
Bonetti, all of whom showed their immense talent and stage presence during the evening. MusicFest was a
real celebration of the music making that the students have taken part in this year, and it was a pleasure to be
involved with the evening.

YEAR 5 MFL WORKSHOP

Year 5 pupils from Warren Road Primary School, together with their teachers, came to
Chislehurst School to learn some interesting and challenging language techniques throughout the day. They also enjoyed a hot snack in the dining hall. All of the students received
certificates in recognition of their excellent progress and work. The teachers commented that
there was just the right amount of challenge and that all of the activities were enjoyable confirmed by the pupils!
Thank you to Miss Hau for delivering such stimulating sessions.

AFTERNOON TEA EVENT
138 year 7-10 students enjoyed High Tea with Mrs Raven last week as a reward for upholding our
school’s core values at all times. Well done ladies.

SIXTH FORM PROM 2019

This year, our Prom was held at Chelsfield Lakes Golf Club.
It was a beautiful evening and everyone looked amazing.
A huge well done to the Prom Committee, especially Megan for
organising such an enjoyable event.

JULY ENHANCEMENT DAY

Many students in years 7-10 enjoyed a day of frolicking at the
zoo, coast and countryside on Wednesday 17th July, during
our final Enhancement Day of this academic year.
Year 7 journeyed to Howletts, Year 8 spent three days at camp
in Sussex, Year 9 spent the day at Adventure Island, Southend
(pictured), while Year 10 enjoyed funfair rides on Brighton
Pier.
Students in school enjoyed a day of fun, wellbeing-related
activities, with highlights including Italian, Chinese, Mexican flower making, relaxation, mindfulness and motivational
singing lessons!
This was an enjoyable way to round off the year for students
and staff.

THE CHISLEHURST MIX
A group of girls from across the school were picked to participate in the Chislehurst Mix on Monday 24th June.
The goal of the Mix is for students from different schools (including primary yr 5 & 6) to come together and
discuss local issues, while giving them experience in speaking, debating and giving a final presentation to the
group at the end of the day.
The students were split into groups and worked together to create solutions to four local issues - Bag it, Bin it;
Travel to School; High Street Heroes; Chief of the Island. The senior students were leaders within each group,
where they helped guide discussions and offered pointers to the younger students for their presentations.
They all did incredibly well throughout the day and even though it was outside their comfort zones, they were
excellent ambassadors for the school. Some of the girls were awarded medals for their excellent presentations.
Well done girls!

NEW YEAR 7 STUDENTS
Scavenger Hunt:
A most enjoyable activity with our new Year 7 students, together with some Sixth Form students, solving
clues found around the school.
This provided an ideal opportunity for the girls to start familiarising themselves with the school grounds.
Whilst the girls were enjoying themselves, their parents/carers enjoyed an afternoon tea.
Induction Day:
Our new Year 7 students were warmly welcomed by Sixth Form and staff on Tuesday 2nd July.
They participated in several subject activities such as English, MFL, Computing and Science, as well as
Pastoral activities. They also had an enjoyable session on the school field with the PE department.
They were a credit to themselves and we are very much looking forward to welcoming them again on
their first day: Tuesday 3rd September 2019 at 08:30am (aim for 8am).

GERMANY TOUR 2019

BYMT CHOIRS
The Bromley Youth Music Trust is one of the flagship
youth music providers in the country, and we are
very lucky to be able to work closely with them. Five
of our students are in the Bromley Youth Senior and
Chamber Choirs, which offers them the opportunity
to sing at a high level with students from across the
borough, improving their skills and their confidence
in part-singing.

We were very proud to see all five students singing
in the BYMT Choirs’ Summer Concert, leading their
parts, and representing our school and themselves as
Early in the morning of Tuesday 9th July, 30 students fantastic musicians. Huge congratulations to Neda,
and 4 teachers began to make their way to Boppard Ellen, Georgia, Breeze, and Esther.
on the Rhine in Germany for our Music Tour. We had
a fantastic time, taking in the sights of Cologne on a If you are interested in joining the BYMT Choirs,
river cruise, and visiting Beethoven’s house in Bonn. please see Miss Mackintosh, as she plans to hold
We also gave our first international performance in auditions within school at the start of the Autumn
several years, performing a mixed programme of term.
choral numbers and solo items in Bad Munster. The
group were incredibly confident and polished and
were very well received by the target large audience,
who were so impressed with us that they called for an
unexpected encore and donated €77 to our group! We
were glad of this the following day, when we had some
downtime, shopping in Bonn city centre before making our way to Phantasialand, where Ms Robinson
went on her very first rollercoaster. We also had time
for a round of mini golf and a visit to the Cologne
Chocolate Museum, as well as enjoying the beautiful
scenery of the Rhine valley, where we found lots of
‘Instagrammable’ moments! As always, our students
were exceptional ambassadors for the school and for
the Music Department, and the staff were proud to
be represented by them in their musicianship and in
their attitude. We will start to organise our next tour
abroad over the coming months, so keep your ear to
the ground if you’d like to come with us.

GOODBYE YEAR 13
On Friday 21 June, we said a very fond farewell to our Year 13.
We celebrated their time with us with a special assembly in the
Sixth Form Centre and everyone dressed up and looked superb.
We would like to wish all our Year 13 every success as they
move on to university, apprenticeship or employment and look
forward to seeing you in August on results day.

COME AND JOIN US FOR ONE OF OUR OPEN EVENTS

YOUNG INTERPRETERS’ CONFERENCE
Mrs Beevers and Ms Staples accompanied a group of
Year 10 students to the first ever Young Interpreters
Conference at Northfleet Technology Conference on
Tuesday 9th July.
There were 8 schools in attendance from North Kent.
The students took part in activities ranging from
greetings in different languages to dancing and singing.
The atmosphere was brilliant and it has inspired our
students to be very proud of their bilingual capabilities
and to assist our Chislehurst community by taking part
in the Young Interpreters’ Scheme.
Well done to: Innusika, Oana, Thenuya, Kateryna, Annie
Leonor, Veronika, Denisa.

CHINESE EXCHANGE PROGRAMME 2019

Chislehurst School for Girls student ambassadors have
again enjoyed a visit from students from Shanghai, China. The 18 students and 4 of their teachers from Shanghai
Fudan Vanke Experimental School visited from 1st July
– 5th July as part of our Student Exchange and Study Programme organised in liaison with the Chinese Language
School in Orpington.
The Chinese students were welcomed by our student ambassadors and they all attended an opening ceremony with
a beautiful performance by Georgia Elmer. Thank you to
Miss Lowing and Miss Mackintosh for supporting with all
musical performances. During the week our ambassadors
and their new Chinese friends have shared the experience
of going to lessons together and learning more about each
others education, culture and traditions, in addition to improving their language skills and developing their friendships.
They also took part in a variety of activities such as a
creative and inspiring Art session led by Ms Young, Ms
Pilkington and Ms Watts, which enabled the Chinese
students to create their own London-based work of art
to take home with them. Some of our ambassadors had
the opportunity to help our visitors bake delicious scones
in a session led by Ms Hosken and supported by Ms
Bushell and Ms King. These were later enjoyed in a traditional afternoon tea. All ambassadors and visitors took
part in a very lively and engaging Drama session led by
Mr Molyneux and some of our students who have been
learning Mandarin also had the opportunity of attending
an engaging EAL session led by Ms Beevors and Ms James.

This saw the students working in teams and playing games
to further develop their language and communication
skills. The Chinese students also thoroughly enjoyed a PE
session led by Ms Durrant and some of our Year 9 students. Some of our Year 8 students were lucky enough to
have the opportunity to be taught Maths by one of the
visiting Chinese teachers. In the closing ceremony on 5th
July, all students were thanked for their excellent contribution to the programme. One of the Chinese teachers
spoke about how much they had enjoyed and learnt from
the experience and praised the students and teachers for
the warm welcome they had received. She spoke about the
importance of making global connections as they would
lead to future opportunities.
They were entertained by Chislehurst student Miya Soloman, who sang beautifully. Our beginner’s course Mandarin students also sang a song beautifully in Mandarin
showcasing their newly found language skills! There were
also some delightful singing and dance performances
from the Chinese students. One of our Year 10 ambassadors, Scarlett Jaspar-Webber, spoke enthusiastically about
how much she and the other ambassadors had enjoyed the
week. One of the Chinese students also spoke eloquently in English about their time in our school and said that
they had learnt a great deal from their visit and hoped
to keep in touch with their new friends in the future.
All students enjoyed looking at the similarities/differences
between their schools and the Chinese students were very
complimentary about the food provided by Mrs Mayhew
and the catering team.

We are so proud of all of the students and would like to
thank them for their engagement and enthusiasm and
for their responsible and mature approach to the week.
We would also like to thank their parents and carers for allowing them to take part. Special thanks to Tia-Rose Green
and her family for hosting a Chinese student and to those
student ambassadors who arrived early each day and gave
up their time after school to support our guests. We would
also like to thank Gigi Chen, Headteacher of the Chinese
Language School in Orpington and Mrs Raven for the opportunity to take part in this programme and in addition,
the teachers of Fudon Vanke Experimental School and the
group leaders from the UK Orpington Chinese Language
School and other Bromley host families. Thank you also to
Ms Staples who has organised a return trip to China taking
place in April 2020. Thank you to all teachers and support
staff at CHSFG for their flexibility and support, without
whom this programme would not have been possible.
We hope that this programme will lead to further opportunities for our students in the future. Those students who
have already undertaken Mandarin classes will, we hope,
be able to continue with their studies should they wish
to. We are also planning to deliver another Introductory
course for those students who would now like to take part.
Further details of these courses will come out in September. We aim to encourage our students to become better
21st Century global citizens and by developing stronger
links with what is now the world’s largest trading nation,
this will create better educational, business and career opportunities in the future.
Ms J Chappells - Head of Humanities/International
Co-ordinator
Ms S Hau - Head of Modern Languages

MANDARIN LESSONS
Well done to an enthusiastic group of students from
years 7-10 who have been improving their language
skills. They have been thoroughly enjoying their beginner’s course in Mandarin led by a tutor from the Chinese
Language School in Orpington. The girls attended a two
hour session after school for 10 weeks and were recently
able to practice their key words and phrases when a group
of students and their teachers visited us from Shanghai.
They particularly enjoying the strategies used by their tutor to help them improve their pronunciation and it was a
pleasure to see them performing a song in Mandarin with
such confidence during the closing ceremony of our Chinese Exchange Programme. They also engaged really well
with their new Chinese friends during an EAL session that we ran as part of the programme. We are hoping to be
able to offer another beginner’s course and also an intermediate course that we will give more details in September.
Ms J Chappells, Head of Humanities and International Co-ordinator
Ms Hau, Head of Modern Foreign Languages

STUDENT SUCCESS - IRISH DANCING
Over this past half term Lia (10H) and Ruby
Finn (7R) traveled to Greensboro, USA, to
compete in the World Championships with only
the top 250 children in each age group from
around the globe. Lia was placed 5th in England
in her age group. An unbelievable placing in the
whole of England.
Ruby was placed 3rd in England in her age
group; an exceptional placement for someone
dealing with extreme pressure and epilepsy.
Lia and Ruby are trained and pushed hard and
are currently dancing at the highest standard in
the Irish Dancing Commission. Lia and Ruby have a very big passion for Irish Dancing; this extracurricular
hobby keeps them very fit and healthy, along with being disciplined and respectful of others. Dancing educates
them in so many ways, allowing them to travel the world and learn lots of new things about other countries.
These are just a few extra bonus points in such a prestigious extracurricular hobby.
This is a fantastic achievement leading up to their next major competition the North American Nationals
where their teachers will be taking them to Vancouver, Canada, to compete at an extremely high standard
representing England, Southern Region.
“We would like to thank Chislehurst School for Girls for all your continued support for Lia and Ruby’s chosen activity
and believe your school also guides our daughters through life, teaching them in a very positive and happy environment
giving them an excellent opportunity to develop further and achieve all their dreams”.
“We are very proud of Lia and Ruby’s continued hard work inside and outside of school and would like to take this
chance to compliment your school on its ability to educate and look after our children to a very high standard along with
supporting their extracurricular choice”. - Mr & Mrs Finn

RESULTS DAYS 2019
A Level & Level 3 Results : Thursday 15th August 2019: 10am - 12pm
Year 12 & 13 students can collect results between 10am and 12pm.*
GCSE & Level 1/2 Results: Thursday 22nd August 2019: 10am - 12pm
Year 11, Year 12 and Year 13 students can collect results between 10am and 12pm.*
*If you are unable to collect your results on Results Day and wish someone else to collect them for you, you must
send a letter in advance to the Exams Officer before the end of term or the person collecting your results must bring
the letter with them on results day. They must bring proof of ID with them. Results not collected by 12:15pm will
be posted to the home address we have on record for you.
Year 9+10 students can collect results between 11am and 11:45am.
If students cannot attend in person, results will be available in September. Results will not be given to friends or
relatives.

STUDENT ARTICLE

MISUNDERSTOOD
We’ve all been misunderstood. Misinterpreted.
Mistaken. Misread. It’s the most annoying thing, right?
Well, those living with mental health problems live their
whole lives like this.
Currently 450 million people, globally, have been affected by mental or neurological disorders. That’s 1 in 4
of us. That’s 1 in 4 of us who will be misunderstood. We
will all be affected by mental health issues, whether its
someone we know or ourselves, there is no escape from
it. Yet, it’s one of the most misunderstood health issues
we know of; but people with mental health issues don’t
want pity or sympathy, they want someone to relate to,
for someone to understand. But in society everyone is
so quick to judge and make their minds up about someone before they’ve even gotten to know someone,
but we’re all guilty of it.
Ever met someone with anxiety and thought, ‘oh it’s just
a phase, we all have that’, or met someone with depression and told them ‘cheer up you’ll be fine tomorrow’.
Truth is, those people suffer in silence, whilst doubting
everything they’ve been told about their condition.
Just because we are so quick to judge and presume the
reasons why a person is the way they are. For people
with anxiety, everything feels like a battle, everywhere
they look they see problems. It’s not a phase that can be
fixed in a matter of weeks, its an issue they have to live
with. People with depression can’t cheer up on your order, they have a constant uphill struggle with their life.
But not everyone. Because we are all different, therefore mental health issues differ from one person to the
next, like hair colour. It’s easy to presume someone isn’t
suffering from anxiety or depression as they act and
behave in a way you’re not used to.
But mental health is almost always used in sweeping
statements such as ‘oh that’s so bipolar’ when someone
has mood swings, or saying ‘that’s so OCD!’ if someone
is neat. But these conditions are far more serious than
we realise and understand. You’d never tell someone ‘oh
you’re so anaemic’ if they looked pale. So why do we
do it with mental health? Yet, people suffer from these
conditions and they take their lives when they feel they
can’t do it anymore. It’s not a joke we can laugh about;
it kills people. You’d never laugh at a joke about cancer,
would you?
In our school there are roughly 1,200 people, 300 of
which will suffer from a mental condition. That’s nearly two year groups! Yet people still think mental illness
isn’t an issue or isn’t something we need to worry about.

Yet, it kills people just like cancer or heart disease.
Suicide was reported to be the biggest killer in 5 to 19
year olds in England and Wales in 2017. Just because
you can’t see mental illness doesn’t mean it doesn’t
exist or doesn’t happen. Someone in your peer group
could be living in a silent battle in their minds because
of mental health problems.
I think as a school we should all help break the stigma surrounding mental health problems. Instead of
judging those who are struggling, we should try and
help and support them. Instead of putting them down
because they don’t fit our ‘typical’ ideas of them. Let’s
break the barrier and not be afraid to confront mental
illness because it will affect us all.
I am going to leave you with some startling statistics
surrounding mental health:
• 8% of the global population will suffer from PTSD in
their lifetime, but putting this into perspective the UK
contributes to 0.87% of the global population.
• In England, 5% pf women have said they’ve selfharmed, that’s 2.65 million! That’s 2000 times our school.
• 3% of women in England will suffer from depression
at any one time, but it’s estimated 4-10% of the UK
population will suffer from depression at any one time.
• Depression is 1.5 to 2.5 times more likely in women
than men.
• Of everyone who suffers from depression, 50% will
have another episode in their lifetime. An episode is 6
to 8 months long on average.
• The annual cost to European businesses due to loss of
productivity caused by depression is estimated to be
£77 billion.
• 1 in 5 women will suffer from a major episode of
depression, anxiety or psychosis in the first year after
childbirth.
• London has the lowest suicide rates, with the North
East of England having the highest.
• Globally, 800,000 people die from suicide annually,
that’s double the population of Edinburgh.
• In 2010, there were 8.2 million cases of anxiety recorded in the UK alone. Each year this figure increases.
• Eating disorders cost the UK £15 billion a year!

Caitlin Fletcher
10C

CHSFG Alumni Association
Penny Christofi - Class of 2005

I’ve managed to pack a lot into the 14 years since I left
school. I started out working in the NHS going from
department to department organising their filing
systems and clearing patient backlogs. I then moved
across to Harley Street and began working in a fertility clinic which was amazing and so fulfilling. For the
last 5 years I have split my time between London and
Cyprus and work for a forex company called HF Markets. However, my main passion is the voluntary work
I have been doing since October 2010. This is my 9th
year of donating an average of 500 hours per year to
the charities and causes close to my heart.

interviewed and encouraged people to visit doctors. I
had a blog that was viewed over 65,000 times worldwide. I also have written many newspaper articles to
highlight the work we do. I have also completed two
courses and received diplomas, so I am now able to
talk about the disease and have received specialist
training.
I am very lucky that I have had some incredible recognition for my work, including a British Citizens
Award Commendation, a Points of Light Commendation from the Prime Minister and an Ambassador
of the Year Commendation from CRUK. In March
this year, I was including in the Mayor of London’s
list of “Hidden Credits” - female Londoners making a
difference as part of their International Women’s Day
celebrations. In May this year, I was thrilled to attend
a Buckingham Palace Garden Party hosted by Her
Majesty The Queen in celebration of my contribution to
public life in the UK.

The work I do is mostly for Cancer Research UK
for which I am the Cancer Campaigns Ambassador
for Bromley and Chislehurst, a Social Champion,
Media Volunteer, Fundraising Chairperson for
Cyprus, Mentor for other volunteers and Patient
Involvement Volunteer.
My main job for them is to campaign and persuade
the government to improve the lives of cancer patients
in the UK. In the last 6.5 years, I have helped with the My best memories of my time at school were the ranfollowing campaigns:
dom moments with my friends and classmates, some
of whom are still my
• *Plain Packaging for Cigarettes - the government friends today. A school
passed this law in the hopes of discouraging children trip to the ice rink
from smoking and preventing tobacco companies sticks out in my mind
from attracting children through advertising on their as a particularly funny
packaging.
night as we all battled
• *Test Cancer Sooner - in 2015, the government pledged
to stay upright.
up to GPB300 million per year to the NHS to help di•

•

•

agnose cancer sooner so that patients have a higher
chance of survival.
*Cigarette Displays - we persuaded the government to
introduce a law so cigarette displays are behind closed
doors in the UK - this is done with the aim of discouraging children from asking for cigarettes.
*Radiotherapy - the Government gave GBP23 million to fund the Radiation Innovation Fund, which is
building specialist radiotherapy machines to provide
a more advanced and targeted form of radiotherapy.
*Sunbeds - in 2010, the government passed a law to
make it illegal for under 18-year-olds to use electronic
tanning beds.

I have met many politicians in the UK and asked them
to support our work. I’ve made many speeches, written articles, asked people to sign petitions, done collections in train stations and at supermarkets, been

My favourite subject
at school was always
History, and it still is
something I have an
interest in. My worst
subject was always Art
as I am unfortunately not very talented in
that department.
The best advice I would give my 16 year old self would
be to not let being self-conscious or anxious hold
you back; to grab all opportunities with both hands
and not be afraid to let my personality and interests/
passions show, even if they are a little different to
others.

ART BLOCK TAKEOVER EXHIBITIONS 2019
This year we ran our two annual Art, Photography
and Textiles exhibitions to celebrate the achievements and talent of our students at Chislehurst
School for Girls. The first exhibition of work from
students in Years 7-10 was held on 27th June and
was a roaring success, with a crowd of parents,
friends and family supporting the students and
their efforts this year in the Art subjects. Each
classroom used the wall space, tables and display
stands to showcase the students’ work, and themes
included Year 7 - ‘Animal Art’, Year 8 - ‘Identity’,
Year 9 Art - ‘Trash’, Year 9 Textiles - ‘Eco-systems’,
Year 9 Photography - ‘Visual Elements’, Year 10 Art
- ‘Growth & Decay’, Year 10 Photography - ‘Transform’. In addition this year, we held an incredibly
successful Year 7 and 8 Art & Photography competition, based on the theme ‘Environment’, which
attracted a large number of entries. Commendation goes to all students for entering the competition, but there were two prize categories: ‘The
People’s Choice’ and The ‘Expressive Arts Prize’
which went to four students in Year 7 and 8. The
exhibition gave students an insight into what they
will be studying on the next part of their journey
in the Art subjects, but also provided them with
an opportunity to gather ideas and share their own
success and the success of their friends.

In Year 11, students work to a main theme but
have the freedom to choose their topic in relation
to this, which allows them to produce imaginative,
personal outcomes. Some of the themes included ‘Music Through The Decades’, ‘Animal Evolution’ and ‘The Growth of Culture’. The outcomes
were varied; from Roman body armour adorned
with frieze designs, to a paper mâché dress, to a
constructed coral reef reflecting man-made devastation. Equally, the A-Level work did not fail to
impress, with Year 12 students selecting their favourite pieces for the display and proving the phenomenal talent they all possess. The Year 13 work
occupied an entire room, with a diverse selection
of themes and such a broad range of outcomes,
from a PVC photographic, collaged hanging based
on collections, a representation of the Mad Hatter’s
hat, and a grotesquely beautiful series of mixed
media paintings on a person’s transformation into
a creature of the future.
As a team, we would like to thank all of our students in Years 7-13 for their outstanding hard work
and dedication to Art, Photography and Textiles.
We are all incredibly proud of your achievements,
and wish those of you going off to University and
new career paths the very best with your future adventures. We very much look forward to working
with the new Year 7-13 groups next year!

The second exhibition, which took place on 10th
July, marked the achievements of our examination groups in Years 11-13, with a mixture of Fine Miss Young
Art, Textiles and Photography work on display. Head of Expressive Arts Faculty

GAS WORKS IN
IMPORTANT UPCOMING
BEAVERWOOD ROAD DATES
Gas mains replacement works are being carried out from August this year until November
this year. The works are for the main gas line in
Beaverwood Road and Perry Street.
Bromley Council have given permission for
the “cage” in Beaverwood Road, to be in situ
from now until completion of the works in
November, to
use as a work
place/storage
area.

15/08/19 - A Level Results Day:
10am - 12pm
22/08/19 - GCSE Results Day:
10am - 12pm
03/09/19 - Autumn Term starts
19/09/19 - Open Evening
03/10/19 - Sixth Form Opportunities Eve
08/10/19 - Open Morning
21/10/19 - October Half Term
04/11/19 - Start of Term

SIXTH FORM EVENTS 2019
On Monday 1st July, we held our Sixth Form Induction Day. It was wonderful to welcome our ex
year 11 and many new students from neighbouring areas to our Sixth Form. Our day began with a welcome
assembly and then our new Sixth Form had the opportunity to attend lessons, have a tour of the school and
be entertained by our Head Student team with numerous games in our Sixth Form garden.
It was a successful day and the Sixth Form team look forward to seeing you all again in September.
On Tuesday 2nd July, we held an activity day in the Sixth Form south field, ‘Wise-Up’ arrived and set up
many challenges for our Sixth Form and new students to try. The sun shone and each team worked together
to overcome their challenges. It was a very enjoyable and fun morning with a BBQ afterwards.

The sun shone in May when the Sixth Form decided to
take on the Staff in a very competitive football match.
Unfortunately, the final result was 3 – 2 to the staff as the
final goal by Henry was disallowed!

HOPELINE UK
Earlier this term, our Family Liaison Officer, Mr Bevan gave a talk to Sixth Form
students on suicide prevention and the
Papyrus Hopeline. PAPYRUS is the national
charity dedicated to the prevention of young
suicide.
They support young people to stay safe and provide
confidential support and advice to young people
struggling with thoughts of suicide.
Anyone worried about a young person can
contact them through their helpline:
HOPELINEUK 0800 068 41 41

END OF TERM ARRANGEMENTS
ENHANCEMENT DAY – 17th July

Friday 19th July: last day of term
Year 10: Will have lessons 1 & 2 as per timetable and break as normal. After break, students will return to
their form rooms with tutors and then be escorted to the front of the school for dismissal.
Year 7, 8 & 9: Will have lessons 1 & 2 as per timetable and break as normal. After break, students return
to their form rooms with tutors, then assemblies as follows:
Year 7: Assembly 1 at 11.20 am: at the end of the assembly, tutors and forms return to collect belongings
and then will be dismissed by tutors at approx: 11.45 am.
Year 8 & 9: Assembly 2 at 11.45 am – at the end of the assembly, tutors and forms will return to collect
belongings and will then be dismissed by tutors at approx: 12.15 am.
STUDENTS BACK TO SCHOOL: 3RD SEPTEMBER 2019.
New Year 7 arrive at 8.30am.
Years 8-11 arrive at 11.15am for extended tutor time and whole-school assembly.
Years 12-13 arrive at 11.00am and go straight to the Main School Hall.

